
WEEK 13, DAY 1           EXODUS 21, LEVITICUS 25:39–55, NUMBERS 35:6–34, 

           DEUTERONOMY 15:12–18, 19:1–2

 

Today you read Exodus 21, Leviticus 25:39–55, Numbers 35:6–34, and Deuteronomy 15:12–18 and 19:1– 

21. We are reading now the third major section of the book of Exodus. Section I, found in chapters 1-12, 

concerned the people of Israel in bondage in Egypt. Section II, the material in chapters 13-18, related to the 

exodus from Egypt and brought Israel from the Red Sea to the foot of Mt. Sinai. Section III, chapters 19-24, 

has been called the Book of the Covenant and it contains the laws that God gave for the governance of this 

new kingdom of priests. 

 

There were three sorts of laws that God gave to guide his people. The first kind, the Moral Law, is contained 

in the Ten Commandments found in Exodus 20. The second sort is the Civil Law, governing the regulation 

of society in general. Chapters 21–23:9, give us insight into some of these Laws. Finally, the Ceremonial 

Law, which is given in the last part of Exodus, and in Leviticus and Numbers, lays down the statutes 

governing the worship of Jehovah. 

 

There is a certain amount of overlap between various passages in Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and 

Deuteronomy. Some regulations are repeated or expanded on in different places. In other instances 

regulations that are laid down in one place (e.g. the building of the Tabernacle) are carried out in another.  

Wherever it is possible, you will read the overlapping passages together to avoid repetition. 

 

I know that this is not the most exciting material that we will find in our tour through God’s Word together, 

but it is a part of the Word of God, and we need at least to be aware of its presence here. 

 

Did it surprise you to note that slavery was actually tolerated in ancient Israel?  “Tolerated” is the 

appropriate word, for nowhere does the Word of God ever endorse this practice. It does, however, 

acknowledge its existence in the world of men, and places limitations and safeguards upon it designed to 

ensure fair treatment for the slaves. This is a kind of parallel situation to the way the Bible handles the 

divorce question. Nowhere is divorce ever condoned or endorsed by God’s Word, but regulations to govern 

and limit it do appear. In the New Testament, Jesus explains that while divorce is not something that pleases 

God, it is a fact of life “because,” he says, “your hearts were hard” (Matthew 19:8). It is the same way with 

slavery. 

 

Now, in the world of Moses you could get to be a slave in a number of different ways. If your city was 

conquered by a foreign army in a war, and you were carried off instead of being killed, you became a slave. 

If the Hebrews conquered other cities in war, they could take slaves and these slaves would remain in that 

condition for the rest of their lives. (As far as we can tell, there were never any great numbers of this kind of 

slave in Israel.) 

 

A second way to become a slave would be to be born into slavery. As foreign slaves married and begat 

children, their offspring were also slaves.   

 

The third way was to be sold into slavery, and that could happen in a number of ways. It could happen as a 

judgment of law. If you stole a man’s property or cheated him in business, and, after being found guilty, 

were unable to pay the debt and restitution money, you could be sold into slavery to repay the debt. 

Likewise, you could sell yourself into slavery to care for economic debt or (and this sounds pretty shocking 

to us, but its here) you could sell a child into slavery. (It would usually be a female to be a second wife or 

concubine.) 

 

Unlike the foreign slaves, Hebrew slaves could not remain in that condition for more than six years. On the 
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Sabbath year (this concept of Sabbath was deeply imbedded in all of Israel’s life and culture) they were to 

be freed. In the year of Jubilee, which came every 49th year (the “Sabbath of the Sabbaths”), all slaves were 

freed no matter how much of that six years had been served. All debts were canceled and all land was 

returned to its original owners. We’ll talk more about the year of Jubilee later, but if you were going to have 

to sell yourself into slavery to pay your debts, it would be a great idea to do it in the 48th year of the Jubilee 

cycle! 

 

When a Hebrew slave was freed at the conclusion of his six years of service, the master was obligated by 

God’s law to furnish him with provisions from the flock, the threshing floor and the winepress so that he 

would have sufficient means with which to begin a new life. This humanitarian side to Hebrew slavery was 

unknown to other ancient societies. There are even some laws governing the treatment of slaves to ensure 

that their treatment is not inhumane. Girls sold as concubines must be treated as wives or given their 

freedom. 

 

Note that provision is made for a man to renounce his freedom in the Sabbath year and become a permanent 

slave out of love and respect for his master. The ceremony here involved appearing before the “judges” (the 

word is “Ha-Elohim” - the word for God) and having his ear pierced against the doorpost with an awl. A 

man might choose this life if he held his master in great regard and had become like a family member (like 

Eliezer, Abraham’s servant,) or if he had married another slave while in his master’s service and did not 

want to leave her behind. 

 

When the New Testament consistently refers to the Christian as a “slave” of Jesus Christ, it is this kind of 

willing servitude that is in view. There is a beautiful old hymn in some of our hymnals entitled “My 

Glorious Victor” which is built around this custom and well expresses the sentiment of the true follower of 

Christ. Read it through sometime (it can be found in a hymnal or online) and meditate on it. 

 

The second part of Exodus 21 is given over to establishing standards for judgment and punishment of 

personal injury cases in Israel. 

 

Some crimes in ancient Israel were capital offenses, punishable by the death of the perpetrator: murder, 

attacking or cursing your parents (that is interesting), and kidnapping are listed here.  Others, like sorcery, 

will be added later to the list. Exodus 20 commands us not to murder. Exodus 21 and related passages 

demand the death of some criminals. Capital punishment, when the due process of law has been carried out 

and an accused criminal has been properly convicted, is not murder. You may not agree with the idea of 

capital punishment in 21st century America. I will not fault you for your opinion—you certainly have a right 

to hold it. But you must not condemn those who hold to the opposite view, or the state that carries it out 

within the limits of this revelation, as “murderers.” The Biblical distinction apparent here will not allow for 

that. 

 

The cities of refuge were an intriguing part of the Israelite’s legal system. In the case of what we would now 

call manslaughter (e.g., an axe head flies off while I am cutting down a tree, hits a neighbor in the forehead 

and kills him) provision is made for a place of refuge to which the perpetrator can flee and live in protection 

from the “avenger of blood” (presumably a relative of the deceased) until the death of the high priest who 

was in office when the accident occurred. This provision clearly protected the order and integrity of Israelite 

society. A high view of life (not always in evidence in that day or this) was preserved. Those who took the 

life of another intentionally were dealt with in an appropriate manner and those who took life 

unintentionally were dealt with in a way that acknowledged both the extraordinary value of the life that had 
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been lost, and yet protected them from the vengeance of blood feuds between families and clans that have so 

marred the histories of other nations. 

For many years, especially through the late 19th and early 20th centuries, when higher criticism ran amuck 

among the universities and churches of Europe and America, it was alleged that such a sophisticated moral 

and civil code as we find here and throughout the Pentateuch simply could not have come from Moses. The 

argument was that it was too sophisticated, too highly “evolved.” (That was a critical word because the 

work of higher critics pre-supposed a kind of social extension of the biological theory of evolution 

popularized by Charles Darwin. To this day, the influence of Darwin’s ideas is evident in all fields of 

intellectual, social and scientific endeavors. Communism, for example, or dialectical materialism, was a 

political application of a kind of economic evolutionism.) Well, Julius Wellhausen (remember him from the 

J.E.D.P. theory?), and those who followed him were sure that such a sophisticated law code as we discover 

here could never have evolved at such an early stage in the history of Israel. It was simply unthinkable! 

 

Archaeologists came riding to the rescue of biblical credibility once again in the first few years of the 20th 

century. Digging in Susa, they found the Law Code of Hammurabi, the sixth king of the first dynasty of 

Babylon, who lived in the 18th and 17th centuries before Christ, a few hundred years before Moses brought 

the children of Israel to Mt. Sinai. It was quite sophisticated and contained regulations dealing with all 

aspects of Babylonian life.  Though containing some basic differences from the Mosaic Law (in Babylon for 

example, the penalty for killing or injuring another man depended on the social status of the perpetrator and 

the victim), the code of Hammurabi put the lie to the idea that no one could have had such sophisticated 

laws so early in history. 

 

WEEK 13, DAY 2                   EXODUS 22:1 - 23:9; LEVITICUS 18 - 

20 

 

Today you had one of the longest you will ever have in Mission 119, and perhaps not the most exciting one 

we will encounter. Nevertheless, there is much here for us to learn and by extending your reading just a bit 

we will avoid some unnecessary duplication later on.  

 

Throughout the Pentateuch (remember, that is the first five books of the Old Testament, sometimes also 

called the Law of Moses) there is a great deal of repetition. It is there not because it is a patchwork of many 

different documents with overlapping content (that’s the theory of some), but because it is by repetition that 

people learn; and the Israelites, coming out of 400 years of slavery, had a great deal that they needed to 

learn. God repeated himself over and over again through Moses just so that his people would understand the 

importance of his revelation and learn it. (By the way, in Hebrew, unlike English, there was no way to 

italicize or underline especially important things, so you repeated them for emphasis, and if they were 

supremely important you might even state it three times, as in “Holy, holy, holy is the Lord”). That’s why in 

the Leviticus passage you saw a repetition of some of the Ten Commandments, and why the items dealing 

with specific sexual sins were apt to be stated more than once. It’s the Hebrew way of saying, “Now this is 

very important. You must remember this.” 

 

The portion we read in Exodus today completes the section in that book dealing with the Civil Law. The 

passage from Leviticus deals with that same subject. 

 

Moses speaks first about theft and the protection of personal property. I am impressed again with the sense 

of balance that is evident here. Theft, for example, is a very serious sin and the punishment is severe but not 

unreasonably harsh. If a melee occurs and the thief is killed in a nighttime incident, it is “justifiable” 
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homicide, but if it happens after daybreak when the thief could be identified and his intentions known, the 

one protecting his property might be liable for the thief’s death. The Law of Hammurabi, over in Babylon, 

was a bit more harsh. If a man was caught digging through his neighbor’s wall, he was executed in front of 

the home and then buried in that very same wall! 

 

While the idea of punishment is certainly present in the Law of Moses, there is another idea that is at least 

equally emphasized, and that is the idea of restitution. If you leave some money with me and a thief comes 

in and steals it, when I catch him, he must pay back two times what he stole. Restitution is an idea that is 

often lost in our judicial process today. We want the criminal punished for his crimes against society, but we 

lose the idea of restitution, restoring to the victim that which was lost. 

 

Moses’ Law paid an enormous amount of attention to the subject of sexual sin and sexual purity. The 

subject dominates the Leviticus passage. God’s concern for Israel with regard to this particular area is 

largely due to the terrible immorality of the nations that surrounded her. Egypt and the nations in the 

Promised Land were just full of sexual immorality. “Do not defile yourselves in any of these ways,” God 

tells them, “because this is how the nations that I am going to drive out before you became defiled.  Even 

the land was defiled ... ” (Lev. 18:24). After cataloging the sexual sins of the Canaanites, there comes a 

chilling warning: “And if you defile the land, it will vomit you out as it vomited out the nations that were 

before you” (Lev. 18:28). That is chilling because it not only happened to Israel just as God had warned, but 

also because the same sorts of immorality found in this list are commonly practiced (and flaunted) in 

America today. If the land vomited out the Canaanite nations, might not our land do the same to a society 

that has become very similar and has nearly forgotten who God is and how we ought to behave? 

 

I’m sure you noted that homosexuality figures prominently in the list of things that God finds detestable, 

that which so many in our society are attempting to classify as an acceptable, alternative lifestyle is not 

acceptable in any way as far as God is concerned. The penalty in Israel for homosexuality, and a number of 

other sexual sins (including adultery), was death! That is a pretty good indication of how seriously God 

takes such matters.  

 

In the passages read today, the reason for the commands that are being laid down is repeated many times: be 

pure, be holy, be honest, be fair. Why? “Because I am the Lord your God.” In fact, the key verse in the 

whole book of Leviticus, the one that explains all of the Mosaic Laws, is Leviticus 19:2, “Be holy because I, 

the Lord your God, am holy.” The people of God are to be a reflection of the holy God whom they serve. 

The New Testament picks up the same theme. Jesus, in the Sermon on the Mount, and Peter, in his first 

epistle, both repeat it. God’s people—Christians—are called to holiness because God is holy. 

 

Now this is incredibly important for us; Israel was organized as a theocracy. That means that it was a 

society in which everything revolved about God. There was no clear distinction between the sacred and the 

secular.  In Israel, by law, there was no such thing as freedom of religion, that is, followers of Jehovah and 

followers of Molech and followers of Baal and followers of Ra all living side by side in a state of mutual 

respect and understanding. The idea of an enlightened “pluralistic” society was completely foreign to them. 

Moses says that anyone who sacrifices to any other god than Jehovah is to be “destroyed.” Well, we don’t 

live in a theocratic state, and that means that laws and penalties against the worship of other gods, against 

deviant, or to use the politically correct language, alternative lifestyles, against Sabbath-breaking, not only 

do not exist, but cannot be expected and are not even desirable. That leaves us without one strong 

motivation for keeping them—we don’t have the motive of legal sanctions. We then need, even more than 

Israel, to catch on to the real reason for holy living. “Be holy because I, the Lord your God, am holy.” 
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I believe that the area of sexual purity gets such emphasis here because that was the first and most obvious 

area in which the Israelites would be challenged to compromise. The very same thing is true for us today. In 

our society, in which quite literally anything goes, I am increasingly fearful that Christians are caving in to 

the sexual immorality of our culture, and are losing their distinctiveness and their ability to reflect the glory 

and the holiness of God. It is worth noting that the marriage laws of Leviticus 19 prohibit some of the kinds 

of relationships that had been acceptable in patriarchal days. Two examples of this are Abram’s marriage to 

Sarai, his half- sister, and Jacob’s marriage to both Rachel and Leah, who were sisters.  

 

There were several references in your reading to sorcery and divination. Any attempt to tell the future, read 

the stars, or involve oneself in any kind of occult activity, is strictly prohibited by the Scriptures. Once 

again, our society is literally wallowing in occultism. There are horoscopes in almost every newspaper. 

Millions of people would not think of starting their day without first consulting the stars to get the advice 

they need. The danger is great, because every time individuals are involved with such practices they open 

the door to demonic powers, allowing them an opportunity to influence them, to gain a stronghold in their 

life. This is something God’s people must never do. 

 

Leviticus 19:28 gives us an interesting window on the original purpose of tattoos on the body. They were 

associated with the religions of the pagans, and in particular with their burial practices and beliefs about life 

after death. God’s people were to keep clear of this practice. The two prohibitions immediately preceding 

the one about tattoos, regarding eating meat with the blood still in it, and cutting the hair at the sides of the 

head and clipping the beard, also relate to pagan practices in the religions of Canaan. 

 

Most of the remaining regulations recorded in our readings today relate to everyday life and relationships 

with neighbors. Israelites were to exhibit a consciousness of the holiness of God in all of their commerce.  

There is a special emphasis placed upon protecting and assisting the poor, the needy, and the aliens. If we 

abuse the widows or orphans, God says, he will surely hear their cries and avenge the wrongs. The owners 

of the fields and vineyards are enjoined to be generous about what they leave in the fields to be harvested by 

the poor and the aliens. Three times Israel is told to be kind to aliens, because they had been strangers in 

Egypt.  They knew the problems that were created in that situation. 

 

Some of the practices of the pagan religions of Canaan are referred to in this passage. The most shocking is 

the practice of sacrificing babies to the demon god Molech. Temple prostitution, homosexuality and 

bestiality (the practice of having sexual relations with animals) are also mentioned. It is not surprising that 

the word “detestable” occurs over and over again in this passage.   

 

There is one more very important thing to remember about our reading for today. In the midst of all the 

negatives and prohibitions of Leviticus 19, there is a simple summary of how we are to relate to other 

human beings that pulls everything together in just nine words. “Love your neighbor as yourself.  I am the 

Lord” (Lev. 19:18). 

 

That is the thought that I want to leave with you today.  It goes along with one other command: “Love the 

Lord your God with all of your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength” (Deut. 6:5). 

According to Jesus, these two commands summarize every other commandment.  This is the whole of the 

Law! 

 

WEEK 13, DAY 3            EXODUS 23:10–33, EXODUS 24, LEVITICUS 
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23 

 

Today you read Exodus 23:10-33, Exodus 24 and Leviticus 23. There are two more nearly identical 

passages in Numbers 28 and 29 and Deuteronomy 16, which I have not asked you to read (though you may 

wish to do so on your own). Today you have finished the third major portion of the book of Exodus. Let’s 

quickly review:  

 Chapters 1-12—Israel in bondage: the highlights of that section are found in Exodus 3 and 4 where 

Moses stands beside the burning bush.   

 Chapters 13-18—the journey to Sinai: the highlights there are in chapters 13 through 15, where we 

see the crossing of the Red Sea, culminating with Moses’ Song.   

 The third division has been called the Book of the Covenant. It covers Exodus 19 through 24 and its 

highpoint was Exodus 20, the Ten Commandments (also known as the Decalogue). The first four 

commandments govern our relationship toward God; the fifth is a bridge commandment governing 

our relationship with our parents who are God’s representatives; commandments 6 through 10 

govern our relationships with other people. 

 

There were three kinds of laws given in the Book of the Covenant. The Ten Commandments were 

the Moral Law. The Laws governing everyday life, protection of property, protection of marriage 

and family relationships, and protection of the rights of others, particularly the weak and helpless, 

were the Civil Law. Today we have looked at a portion of the Ceremonial Law, the rules and 

regulations regarding how Israel was to worship.   

 

Three times a year, everything was supposed to “stop” in Israel, and every man in Israel was to travel to 

“appear before the Sovereign Lord” (Ex. 23:17). Initially, this would be at the Tabernacle (and since all 

Israel in the time of Moses would be camped around the Tabernacle that would not be a long or arduous 

trip). Later, however, after Israel had entered the land, there would be significant travel involved. Finally, 

after the Temple was built in Jerusalem, it would mean traveling there. To stop everything for a week three 

different times in the year and travel to the Tabernacle or Temple was a very significant and costly thing!  

Each time they came to a feast—a celebration! 

 

You need to know that probably because of the cost and effort involved, Israel observed these feasts only 

sporadically and on a limited scale during the period between their conquest of the land and the end of the 

kingdoms of Israel and Judah when Assyria, and then Babylon, took their people away into captivity.  

Nevertheless, the command was there. God said they were to celebrate his greatness and goodness to them 

on a national level three times per year! (After the Israelites returned from the Babylonian exile, in the days 

of Ezra and Nehemiah, they began to fully obey these laws.) 

 

The first feast mentioned is that of Unleavened Bread. It began on the day after the Passover and was a 

celebration of the deliverance from Egypt. The instructions God gave to Moses regarding this feast are 

found back in Exodus 13, in conjunction with the account of the deliverance. Eating bread without yeast 

was a memorial to the fact that God had brought them out of slavery, and that the deliverance had been so 

sudden and decisive that they did not even have time to let the bread rise. Detailed instructions with regard 

to how this feast was celebrated, what sacrifice was to be offered at what time, are contained in Numbers 

28.  Sometimes the Feast of Unleavened Bread is simply combined with the celebration of Passover, which 

initiates it, and called the Feast of Passover. As leaven came to be a symbol of sin (Jesus warned his 

disciples to beware of the “leaven” of the Pharisees), the feast reminded Israel that those who have been 

redeemed are to be separated from sin and are to be a holy people. Paul picks up on that theme in I 
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Corinthians 5:7–8, “Get rid of the old yeast that you may be a new batch without yeast—as you really are. 

For Christ, our Passover lamb, has been sacrificed. Therefore let us keep the Festival, not with the old yeast, 

the yeast of malice and wickedness, but with bread without yeast, the bread of sincerity and truth.” 

 

The Feast of Unleavened Bread ended on a Sabbath and on the day after that Sabbath, the people of Israel 

were to bring a sheaf of the firstfruits of the grain and present it to the Lord as a wave offering. 

 

Fifty days after that wave (or sheaf) offering came the Feast of Harvest, which is also called the Feast of 

Weeks and the Feast of Pentecost. It is important because it was 50 days after the firstfruit offering. Why is 

that significant? Jesus died at Passover and saw himself as the Passover lamb, as did the writers of the New 

Testament. He rose from the grave as the “firstfruits of the those who have fallen asleep” (1 Corinthians 

15:20) on the day after the Sabbath, and 50 days later was the Day of Pentecost when the Holy Spirit came 

upon the church. The timing cannot possibly be coincidental. God was sovereignly ordering events so that 

the godly ones of Israel would be able to recognize the fulfillment of the Old Testament feasts in Christ. 

 

In the seventh month of the year, there were three important events: the Blowing of the Trumpet (Rosh 

Hashanah), the Day of Atonement, and the Feast of the Tabernacles, which our passage in Exodus 23 calls 

the Feast of Ingathering. It also is called the Feast of Booths. We will look more carefully at the Day of 

Atonement when we study Leviticus 16. But the Feast of Tabernacles was the most festive time of the 

Hebrew year. They would come together and literally “camp-out” for two days to remember their time in the 

wilderness of Sinai. The first place Israel stopped on their way out of Egypt was Succoth, which in Hebrew 

is the plural for “Booths.” 

 

The Gospel of John will be a good place for us to see more clearly how the feasts pointed toward the person 

and work of Christ, but before we leave them behind, we need to think about how important God thinks it is 

for his people to celebrate. These feasts, especially the last one, were great big parties. Holy parties to be 

sure, but parties nonetheless—great celebrations of the goodness and faithfulness of God to them. I believe 

that God wants us to be frequently coming together to celebrate all that he is and all that he has done for us. 

Three times a year Israel dropped everything and spent a lot of time, a lot of effort, and a lot of money to do 

just that. Some Christians never seem to think there is anything to celebrate, but they are wrong. The mighty 

acts of God are worth celebrating; and when we have those holy celebrations, we please and honor him. 

 

In the Exodus passage, there was one rather curious prohibition. “Do not cook a young goat in its mother’s 

milk.” That sounds rather strange, but archaeologists have helped us with this. There are some Canaanite 

texts that show this to be a magic spell. “Some tradition of this spell must have surfaces because 

Maimonides, 

the medieval Jewish scholar, warned us that the rite was connected with fertility—magic.”
i
 

 

Most secular covenant documents of the ancient world closed with a section containing blessings and 

cursings, telling what the Suzerain King would do for (or to) the vassal king and his people upon obedience 

or disobedience to the terms of the covenant. The “Deuteronomic Promise” (the scholars’ name for Exodus 

23:20–33) fits that pattern, though it is almost all promise and blessing with very little curse. Take special 

note of this passage, because it makes the refusal of the Israelites to go into the Promised Land in Moses’ 

day all the more foolish. By now, after all that they had seen and experienced in the exodus, they should 

have had enough faith to believe that God would do whatever he said he would do for them. If he promised 

to fill the hearts of their enemies with terror, they surely should have known that he was more than capable 

of doing just that! Whether the “hornet” (verse 28) promised here was literally a massive swarm of hornets 
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(that would be pretty terrifying), or a symbolic way of alluding to some other natural or supernatural 

weapon, we cannot tell.  Some commentators, noting that the bee or the wasp was a heraldic symbol of 

Pharaoh and that Egyptian raiding parties were clearly active in Palestine, have speculated that God used the 

Egyptians to “soften up” the land of Canaan for the arrival of the Israelites. 

 

The section concludes with a warning that if Israel makes any covenants or treaties with the Canaanite 

peoples or their gods it will be a snare. That word “snare” in Hebrew is stronger than its English translation. 

 It carries with it the concept of “total destruction.” 

 

When Moses told the people all that the Lord had said, their response was immediate and unequivocal:  

“Everything the Lord has said we will do!!” (Ex. 24: 3) “We will do everything the Lord has said; we will 

obey” (24:7). The rapidity with which they forgot that promise is absolutely amazing, but I believe that they 

believed that they meant it when they said it! 

 

Did you note the way the covenant was ratified?  Moses took blood (covenants are always “cut” with blood) 

and he sprinkled it on the people! Just store the idea away—a blood-sprinkled people. In 1 Peter 1:2 says 

that we have been chosen “for obedience to Jesus Christ and sprinkling by his blood.” 

 

Please note too that Moses and Aaron, Nadab and Abihu (we’ll meet the latter two again in Leviticus) and 

the 70 elders of Israel (of which Joshua was apparently one), actually saw the God of Israel or at least some 

visible representation of his glory. Moses describes the pavement under his feet, but gives us no description 

whatever of God himself. 

 

WEEK 13, DAY 4              EXODUS 25, 26, 27 

 

Today you read Exodus 25 through 27 and encountered the instructions that God gave Moses for the 

building of the Tabernacle, the place where the presence of God would dwell with his people. God’s word 

to Moses was very specific. “Make this tabernacle and all its furnishings exactly like the pattern I will show 

you” (25:8.) And the instructions he gives are detailed in the extreme. What we have in these chapters is 

nearly an architectural blueprint, and over in chapters 35–38 (which you will not be asked to read) there is 

given an almost identical repetition, as the actual building of the Tabernacle is recorded. 

 

Why all the detail? And why, having once given them all the details, does the Spirit of God require Moses to 

write them down a second time almost verbatim? Well, I am not certain that I can completely answer that 

question, but I have thought about it a bit and here is what I think. There is a theme that runs through the 

Bible from Genesis 1 to Revelation 22 and that theme is thrown into bold relief in this passage. The theme is 

this: God is a holy God—he cannot be approached just anyway you please on any terms you choose. He can 

be worshipped; he can be approached. Indeed, God wants to be worshipped and he wants to be approached, 

but you can only come into the presence of a holy God on his terms and in the way that he prescribes. 

Wasn’t that the issue in Genesis 4 when both Cain and Abel brought sacrifices to the Lord, but only the 

offering of Abel was accepted? Cain had not come to God in the prescribed manner and God would not 

accept that sacrifice. We’ll see another very striking example of this principle in the book of Leviticus in an 

incident involving Nadab and Abihu, the priests we met yesterday. 

 

God invites men to meet with him, but only on his terms. Build the Tabernacle this way and no other way; 

use this wood and no other. Build it this wide and no wider, this high and no higher, this long and no longer. 

 Make the furnishings in this way, exactly as I say, and no other way. In light of this fact, then many people 
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are in trouble today because they have taken it upon themselves to decide how God ought to be worshipped. 

Christianity seems so narrow; perhaps a more inclusive way is needed. They say it really doesn’t matter how 

you worship God as long as you are sincere. God doesn’t care if we worship him in any particular fashion!  

If you have been tempted to ever think in that way, then pay careful attention to all the detail here. God 

didn’t say, “Moses put up a tent where my presence can dwell; and, oh yes, Moses, do your best to make it a 

nice place - a worthy place. Just use your judgment. I’m sure it will be all right.” God didn’t say that at all. 

He said, “Do it exactly, and I mean exactly, like this, and don’t make any changes at all. Remember, I am a 

holy God.” 

 

There are five different names given in the Old Testament to the Tabernacle. Each one tells us something 

about its nature or function. In Exodus 25:8, God says, “Then have them make a sanctuary for me and I will 

dwell among them.” That word points to a “holy place.” It comes from the same word as our English word 

“holy.” In the next verse it is called a tabernacle—a “dwelling place.” There is an interesting allusion to that 

word in the New Testament in John 1:14, “The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We 

have seen his glory, the glory of the One and Only, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth.” But 

what it really says is “the Word became flesh and “tabernacled” among us.” The Tabernacle was the first 

place where God “dwelt” among men. Later he dwelt among us in the person of Jesus Christ. Revelation 

21:3 says that, in the end, “the dwelling of God is with men, and he will live with them.” The third name is 

in the next chapter and it is tent (26:36), a “temporary or collapsible dwelling.” The Tabernacle there in the 

wilderness was portable. 

 

The Jews never believed that the Tabernacle was God’s home, or that it “contained” God, or that God was 

only where the Tabernacle was. The New Testament understanding of Acts 7:48, that “the Most High does 

not live in houses made by men” was probably understood right from the start, but the Tent of Meeting, 

which is the fourth name given to the Tabernacle (29:10), was a physical place where Israel through Moses 

could meet with God. 

 

Finally, the Tabernacle was called the Tabernacle of the Testimony (Exodus 38), where the Ark of 

Testimony, which contained the Tables of the Law, was kept. 

 

There is no question about the fact that the Tabernacle was meant to point toward Christ. When we read the 

book of Hebrews a bit later in our study, we will discover some more of the specific ways in which God 

planned for the Tabernacle to point us to Christ. 

 

Let me try now to pull together what we read today. Seven different times throughout both the Old 

Testament and the New Testament there is some reference to God’s command to Moses that he should make 

all things in accordance with the pattern he was shown on the mountain. That (and the amount of space 

given to describing it) is a big clue that the Tabernacle has special significance, though some commentators 

have probably gone too far in trying to attach spiritual meaning to every measurement and detail. 

 

There were three parts to the Tabernacle, an outer court, the Holy Place, and the Holy of Holies. The outer 

court was entered through a gate and was 100 cubits long by 50 cubits wide. Now a Hebrew cubit was 17.5 

inches long (cubit being the normal distance from the elbow to the fingertip) but an Egyptian cubit was 17.6 

inches long. The Babylonian cubit was 19.8 inches and the Royal Egyptian cubic was 20.65 inches in 

length.  As far as I know, no one is promoting the idea that the Babylonian cubit was used for the 

Tabernacle, but there are proponents for all three of the other possibilities. If we compromise and say a cubit 

was about 18 inches, we have a court of about 150 x 75 feet. The four sides were supported by pillars (20 to 
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the long sides, 10 to the short sides), from which curtains were hung. 

 

The building itself had two sections, the Holy Place and the Holy of Holies. It was 30 cubits (45 feet) long 

and 10 cubits (15 feet) wide. The front part was the Holy Place and the back part, separated by a veil, was 

the Holy of Holies, which was a 15 feet x 15 feet cube. The walls of the Tabernacle were wooden frames 

covered with curtains, which were bolted together. There were seven objects or furnishings in the 

Tabernacle. Five are mentioned in our reading today.   

 

First, as you entered the outer court, you would come to the altar of Burnt Offering. The altar was overlaid 

with bronze and had rings through which wooden staves could be inserted to carry it when the Tabernacle 

was moved. Probably the most significant thing about the altar was its location just inside the gate. That was 

a stark reminder that before you came into the presence of God, something must be done about your sin; 

there must be a sacrifice—atonement must be made. That bloody altar would not be a pleasant sight, but it 

would remind the people of God, in a very vivid way, of how hideous sin really is. Today we need not ever 

look at a bloody altar or smell the burning flesh or lay hands upon a sheep as the priest slits it throat in our 

presence.  I’m glad of that, but remember, the first steps into fellowship with God take us past a very ugly 

scene: a Savior dying a hideous death upon a cross. That is because of the hideous nature of our sin. 

 

The second piece of furniture is the table upon which the Bread of the Presence was placed. This table (3 

feet long, 18 inches wide and 18 inches high) was placed on the north side of the Holy Place. It was covered 

with gold and had upon it 12 loaves (one for each tribe of Israel) which were a perpetual thank offering to 

God.  We cannot fail to be reminded that Jesus called himself  “the Bread of Life.”  

 

On the left or south side of the Holy Place was the Golden Lampstand. It was decorated with almond shaped 

bowls or cups and had six branches and a central shaft. Even when the lamps, which were fueled by pure 

olive oil, were being trimmed, the light was never allowed to go out. Jesus also called himself “the Light of 

the World.” This piece of furniture seems to be recalled in the vision in the book of Revelation in which the 

church is symbolized by a golden lampstand. 

 

There were curtains blocking the entrance to the Holy Place, and from the Holy Place into the Holy of 

Holies. Any Israelite could come with sacrifice in hand into the outer court. Only the priest could enter the 

Holy Place and only the High Priest could enter the Holy of Holies. 

 

Inside the Holy of Holies there were only two things: the Ark of the Covenant, and the Mercy Seat (which 

was actually a part of the Ark). It was a chest about 4 feet long and just over 2 feet deep. It was built to 

contain the two Tables of the Law. A pot of manna and Aaron’s rod (the “rod of Moses” that became “the 

rod of God” and was finally called “Aaron’s rod”) was also put into the Ark. 

 

The lid was pure gold and it was called the “Mercy Seat” (“atonement cover” in the NIV), flanked on either 

end by cherubim of gold. It was at this Mercy Seat that God’s Shekinah glory rested, and this is where he 

met man. 

 

“The word for Mercy Seat comes from a Hebrew root meaning ‘to cover’ and thus depicts an important 

aspect of divine mercy...It was the focal point of attention, especially on the annual Day of Atonement, 

when blood was sprinkled on that seat. What the mercy seat symbolized for Israel and typified for us, Christ 

has fully accomplished for both.”
ii
 The “Mercy Seat” (or “atonement cover”) is mentioned again in Hebrews 

9:5. The same word is used in Romans 3:25 where we are told that Christ made propitiation for our sin. 
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“Perhaps the most thrilling truth of the tabernacle is seen here: the one thing that stood between the broken 

law and the holy and righteous wrath of God was the blood of the Lamb.”
iii
 There are deep meanings here, 

but for now, understand that everything in the Tabernacle points to Christ. Both the Gospel of John and the 

book of Hebrews rely heavily upon the worship of the Tabernacle to explain the fullness of Christ and our 

redemption in him. 

 

WEEK 13, DAY 5              EXODUS 28 and 29 

 

Today you read Exodus 28 and 29 and learned about the establishment of the Aaronic Priesthood and saw 

the detailed instructions about the garments that the priests in Israel were to wear (as was the case with the 

Tabernacle, and for the same reasons). All of the detail in this passage is repeated in chapter 39 as a record 

of how they made the priestly garments. I don’t know about you, but this week I have gained a new 

appreciation for the simplicity and grandeur of true Christian worship! 

 

The idea of priests would not have been new to the Israelites. After all, there had been priests back in Egypt. 

 The Hebrews who knew Abraham’s story well enough would also have remembered Melchizedek, that 

mysterious king and priest of Salem who, with Abraham, worshipped God Most High. Now, at the foot of 

Mt. Sinai, Israel is about to receive her first priests. Aaron, Moses’ brother, is appointed by God to be the 

first priest, and his sons are designated his assistants, his successors in what will be a hereditary office. 

 

There are once again these detailed instructions regarding clothing. The priests are to have “sacred 

garments” to give them dignity and honor. There was a sense in which the clothing of the priests was meant 

to elevate them in their own eyes and in the eyes of the people, and place them in a class above the rest of 

the nation.  Their vestments were for glory and for beauty. Now, I want you to understand that this 

distinction was valid.  The priests were mediators. They stood between God and the people. They offered 

the sacrifices. They prayed the prayers. They represented the people to God. 

 

Perhaps you have wondered why some denominations require their pastors to dress distinctively and to wear 

vestments and clothing that elevates them above the rest of the people. The robes are quite often for glory 

and for beauty. The biblical source for that practice is right here and in the best of cases the desire is quite 

probably to honor the glory and beauty of God. What those churches fail to reckon with, however, is the 

simple fact that since the death of Jesus Christ, everything has changed. We still need pastors, but we no 

longer need priests. Priests are mediators. They stand between God and man. They have access to God that 

ordinary people do not have. Do you remember what the New Testament says? It says, “For there is one 

God and one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus” (1 Timothy 2:5). It also says that every 

blood-bought child of God is now, because of Christ’s finished work, a priest, and all of us now have access 

to the very presence of God himself. Therefore, the writer of Hebrews writes, “Let us then approach the 

throne of grace with confidence (Heb. 4:16) and Hebrews 10:20 says, “by a new and living way” (that is, 

through Christ and through his sacrifice) we can go into the Holy of Holies and meet with God! Because of 

this great truth, pastors are not priests and should not be clothed in such a way as to elevate them above the 

level of the rest of Christ’s church. I may be your pastor but I am emphatically not your priest! You are a 

priest (if Christ is your Lord) and you serve under Jesus Christ our great High Priest, just as I do. 

 

Six specific garments are mentioned here. The first is the ephod, a sleeveless outer garment woven of blue, 

purple, scarlet and fine linen embroidered with figures of gold. It covered the torso to the waist. Its front and 

back panels were held together by golden clasps, which contained two onyx stones, each of which bore the 

name of six of Israel’s 12 tribes. Because he wore the name of every tribe, the priest was aware of and 
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always ministering for every tribe of his nation.   

 

The breastplate of decision fastened onto the ephod by rings and threads of gold and blue. It was made of 

the same kind of cloth as the ephod and was probably some kind of pouch open at the top. It had 12 stones 

set into it, one for each of the tribes of Israel, and each one engraved with the name of a different tribe. All 

kinds of speculation exist regarding the identity of those 12 stones. One truth reflected by this was that the 

tribes of Israel were the jewels of the Lord.  Malachi makes reference to that. 

 

The urim and the thummim were often used by the High Priest in times of crisis to determine the will of 

God. “Urim” means “light” and “thummim” means “perfection,” and we know the priest used them to get 

direction from God. In the book of Numbers, for example, Eleazar the priest is told to use them to assist 

Joshua in finding direction. We know from 1 Samuel that Saul tried to get counsel from the Lord through 

the urim, but because of his sin God did not answer. There have been a host of theories advanced as to what 

these objects actually were. An old Jewish tradition says that there were letters on two stones, and at a time 

when direction was needed, God would supernaturally illumine the letters giving the necessary information. 

This method of inquiring after God decreased in frequency and finally disappeared in post-exilic times. 

What is important here is that from the first day that God spoke to Moses at the Burning Bush, he continued 

to provide revelation to his people. We don’t have devices like the urim and thummim today, but the 

principle remains the same: James 1:5 says, “If any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, who gives 

generously to all without finding fault, and it will be given to him.” 

 

The robe worn under the ephod had one really interesting feature, the bells in the hem of the garment. As 

the priest went through his duties, he was invisible to the people waiting outside, but they could hear the 

bells. Ministering before the Lord was very serious business. If the bells stopped sounding it meant that the 

priest wasn’t moving. God had struck him down dead because of sin. The sound of the bells as the priest left 

the Tabernacle was a cause for great rejoicing. It meant that God had accepted the sacrifice. 

 

The fifth piece of clothing mentioned is the turban. It had a gold plate attached to it that said, “Holiness to 

the Lord.” That was what the whole of Israel’s worship was about. The undergarments are the last items 

mentioned. 

 

Upon the instructions of God, Moses held an ordination service for the priests. This is the first mention of 

ordination in the Bible—setting people apart for a specific ministry to which God has called them. It is an 

elaborate ceremony, but the most interesting part relates to the sprinkling of blood. Back in chapter 24, we 

found Moses sprinkling the blood of a sacrifice on the people. In that instance, the sprinkled blood was to 

formalize the cutting of a covenant between God and the people of Israel. 

 

Now the blood is sprinkled again. This time it is not to ratify a covenant, but to consecrate the men to the 

exclusive service of God. First the blood is placed on the ear lobes, the thumbs and the big toes of the 

priests. It sounds strange, I know, but it makes perfect sense. The blood is to consecrate—to set apart for 

God’s exclusive use—so the ear that will listen to God, the hand that will work for God and the foot that 

will carry the priest wherever God directs, are all set apart for God’s special (and exclusive) use. 

 

Then the blood is sprinkled on Aaron and his sons. They have been consecrated for God’s special use. A 

little earlier in the ceremony there was a sin offering and the blood of that offering was sprinkled on the 

altar; that was for the forgiveness of sins. 
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To initiate a covenant, to set one apart for God’s special usage, and to signify that sins have been atoned for 

by the shed blood of an accepted sacrifice—these are the three reasons in Scripture for the sprinkling of the 

blood. Again, I would remind you of 1 Peter 1:2, “We have been chosen for obedience to Jesus Christ and 

the sprinkling of the blood.” In initiating the Lord’s Supper, Jesus said that the cup was the blood of the 

New Covenant. 1 John 1:7 says that “the blood of Jesus, his Son, purifies us from all sin” and his blood has 

set us apart as a peculiar people, with ears dedicated to listening to his Word, with hands devoted to the 

work of his kingdom and with feet that must walk in the paths of righteousness. 

 

God’s ultimate purpose in all of this is clearly stated in Exodus 29:45–46. It is so that he can dwell among 

his people and so that they will know that he is Jehovah the Lord. God’s purpose for Israel is now God’s 

purpose for the new Israel, the Church, to dwell among us and to communicate to all of us that Jehovah is 

the Lord. 
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